Helping big companies act small,
and small companies get big.

Growth by Design

Companies of all ages and sizes begin
with great aspirations and bold plans.
Hopefully they achieve great success
and commensurate reward, with rave
reviews from customers and employees.

Needs arise externally–with shifts in
customer expectations or market
demands. Or they may ﬁrst appear
internally–with challenges to your vision
or strategy, or capabilities to pursue it.

Invariably, challenges arise that require
some outside perspective. Changing
market conditions, changing leadership,
changing imperatives mean changing
plans, or at least testing them
objectively.

We recommend that you align at four
levels of operation: set a clear agenda
with priorities for growth informed by
hard facts and tracking leading market
indicators and guided by purpose and
internal aspirations.

Ampersand was formed to help you
anticipate changing conditions and
innovate to exceed them. Founded by
Roger Mader and his partners,
Ampersand brings 30 years of
experience in diagnosing corporate
challenges for underlying cause, and
prescribing solutions that work in the
time, budget and the aspirations set by
leadership and executed by your people.

Translate this into a strategy –
what you intend to achieve, by
when, and how you will get
there. Design the oﬀering your
customers deserve, using a
proven repeatable innovation
cycle (4D). Finally, align your
organization and ensure your
people and network have the
capabilities to deliver on
your intentions.

Growth
AGENDA

CLAIM IT
~ Know what you want.

Innovation

STRATEGY

Innovation

DESIGN
Innovation

CAPABILITY

PLAN IT
~ Get what you need.

DO IT
~ Innovate in 4D.

BE IT
~ Propel your growth.
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We serve clients across sectors

Working with the global bank’s ﬁrst Chief
Innovation Oﬃcer, Ampersand conducted
broad market analytics to anticipate the
emerging future of ﬁnance. Matching Citi’s
aspirations and assets to the latent and
emerging demand, we built an innovation
strategy covering consumer and commercial
banking and payments platforms as a portfolio
for future growth.

Combining extensive analysis of an
industry in transition with deep ﬁeld
research into consumer preference and
franchise operations, Ampersand guided
the founder, executive team, franchise
board and essential supply chain
representatives to reconceive the future
of the world’s largest restaurant chain.
Roger Mader, retained as interim Global
Chief Marketing oﬃcer, built strategic
customer and competitor insights,
digital, social and analytics capabilities,
ecommerce and mobility apps, and reset
the brand that ﬁrst brought fresh to fast
casual.

Coordinating the senior executive
team with top biomedical engineers,
scientists, ﬁnanciers, lawyers, and
suppliers of this major medical
device manufacturer, Ampersand
discovered clinical physicians’
deepest concerns and unserved
needs to design and prototype
multiple new lines of business to
compete for the future of US
healthcare.
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We bridge the divide between data and actionable insight

Hitachi Vantara assembled a business
unit by both merger and acquisition.
The conjoined groups were
challenged to develop a new
autonomous analytics tool. Each team
championed their discrete products,
methods and experience. The mood
might be generously described as
contentious.
Our approach pinpointed the value
each stakeholder required, as a
foundation to craft a shared
aspiration across the teams. We
facilitated a custom co-creation
exercise: individuals built a new
oﬀering together from shared assets
and collaborative experience. The
integrated team produced MVPs in
under 3 months. The method became
a repeatable approach for rapid
development of complex solutions across
diverse and dispersed teams.

At Lenovo, with our partners at Quadmark, we
led the integration of sales, product,
engineering and ﬁnance with ”Game Changer.
This breakthrough sales program equips
account teams to position bundled solutions to
challenge accounts to diﬀerentiate on ﬁnancial
performance. Higher return on invested capital
eats tech specs for lunch.

For two decades our team helped
to guide HP channel managers in
North and South America,
Europe, Asia and Africa, through
the complex calculus of inventory
velocity to help customers drive
up return on invested capital. The
result: a more compelling value
proposition, optimizing pricing and
positioning and helping sales teams
make intangible value visible.

Ampersand guides Regenerative Innovation
to derive exponential new value from
existing people, assets and resources. We
honed this method at EMC at a time when
the portfolio grew rapidly through
development and acquisition.
Over several years, our team facilitated the
co-creation of new oﬀerings through ﬁeld
marketing and EBC teams. Company-wide
evangelists and experts met regularly with
internal and external partners and
customers. Together we assessed
opportunities aﬀorded by the growing
portfolio and engaged customers to explore
emerging themes to learn what interested
them most.
This initiative produced VCE, the
market-deﬁning converged infrastructure
oﬀering and IT industry’s ﬁrst corporate
Marketing Data Science Lab, designed and
validated in real time co-creation with
Customers, Partners and EMC sales and
engineering teams.
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We serve clients large and small

Biotech entrepreneurs at Regeneron
have pioneered breakthroughs in the
treatment of often overlooked
specialty cancers and diseases. But
delivering on their promise often
means literally delivering patients to
care. Ampersand helped to navigate
the needs of some of the highest risk
populations to ensure they have the
medical transport the need to reach
fulﬁll their life-saving treatments.

Michael Bloomberg, ﬁntech entrepreneur and
former Mayor of New York City, hosts an
annual competition among city mayors to
address endemic challenges vital to their
residents, from potable water in Africa to
equitable societies in the developed world.
Roger Mader coached Rochester Mayor Kim
Norton and her team to win the 2021 award to
create career access for women of color in
the ﬁrst of a series of industry sectors.

Ampersand guided Olo from a Harvard thesis
project to the most scientiﬁcally astute
cannabis startup in the edibles category.
Marijuana evolved over centuries to a
sophisticated oﬀering in a wide array of
forms. But eating it often produces
uncomfortable and unpredictable results.
Ampersand’s research translated the best
attributes of the predictable smoking
experience, packaged in a sublingual lozenge
to achieve any of four desired experiences
consistently and exactly as intended.
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Your Ampersand Partners

ROGER MADER | New York

FRAN WILLIS WHITE | Dallas

JOHN MORLEY | San Francisco

Roger helps leaders clarify vision and
translate ambition into new sources of growth

Fran galvanizes diverse teams to accelerate
execution of new missions

John aligns technology executives and
their staﬀ to execute in unison.
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Your Ampersand Team

Ampersand brings best and brightest talent to serve you.
In the 20th century we overcame an endemic ﬂaw in our profession. It’s a win for us and a
big win for you.
Professional service ﬁrms operate a fragile business model, carrying a high cost of human capital (big
payroll), demanding a strict balance between staﬃng and workﬂow. This punishes clients, forcing
practices that run counter to great service: a constant inﬂow of cheap, inexperienced staﬀ, on-the-job
training, assigning whoever happens to be available to ﬁll project demand, whether their capabilities ﬁt
the client need or not.
Fortunately, our cadre of 300+ premiere professionals stands ready to serve you. In the ﬁeld of
innovation—ethnographic research, data analytics, growth strategy, prototype modeling and UX—the
most talented professionals are among the most entrepreneurial. These free spirits choose to work
independently. We proudly share with you Ampersand’s long history of assembling the most
demanding professional network in the market to serve our clients. We pay higher premiums to our
teams, all with deep applied experience, but run with a low ﬁxed cost. Our model allows us to bring the
best talent in the market to serve you, wherever and whenever your deadlines demand, rather than
staﬃng whichever rookie happens to be warming the bench. We act faster, more nimbly and more cost
eﬀectively, while providing more talented professionals to serve you.
Meet some of our most frequent partners for YOUR TEAM
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It is not the strongest of the species that survives,
nor the most intelligent that survives.
It is the one that is the most adaptable to change.
~ Charles Darwin
Change always comes. It roils
markets, shifts assumptions, and
forever alters the calculus
between winners and losers.
Change brings both turmoil and
opportunity. Many ignore the
signs. They cling to the past,
measure the no-longer relevant,
reference the old as the route to
the new. They avoid and avert.,
then stumble and fall.
Survivors adapt. Strivers
anticipate. Thrivers pounce.
Which are you?
What changes does your
company anticipate? When will
they tip the market? How will
you see it coming? What will you
do to prepare? What must you
do to survive.
What do you need to thrive?

We are AMPERSAND.
We bring you a partnership of
professionals dedicated to
anticipate changing markets and
discover and drive new sources of
growth. We call it
innovation—growth by design.
Some call it strategy, but it goes
beyond seeing to doing.
Others call it design thinking, but
thinking is just the beginning.
Ideas only earn value through
action.
We are strategy & design, ideas &
actions, risk & reward. Emphasis
on reward.
If you are looking for new ways to
exploit change—to build new
revenues, customers, markets or
businesses, we would love to help.

We are three partners, 30
professionals and an extended
network of specialists in design
research and trend forecasting,
qualitative ethnography,
quantitative analytics, applied
design and engineering (visual,
digital, physical), business
modeling, innovation strategy,
experience design,
organization design, training
and change management.
We help you anticipate change,
discover emerging demand,
and design solutions and
redesign your enterprise to
win.
We help big companies act
small. We help small
companies get big.
Contact AMPERSAND

Please let us know how we might
collaborate with you.
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